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ABSTRACT The shunt active power filters (SAPFs) are broadly utilized to improve the power quality (PQ)
issues of electric power systems. A crucial issue in implementing these filters is the accurate estimation of
the grid voltage phase/frequency. Indeed, the dynamic behavior and the performance of the SAPF strongly
rely on this point. To deal with this challenge, a fast yet effective open-loop synchronization (OLS) technique
based on Cascaded Delayed Signal Cancellation (CDSC) is presented in this paper. The proposed technique
can reject the odd-order harmonics, the DC offset of the grid voltage, and its dynamic response during
transients take an only half cycle of the fundamental frequency. To adapt the proposed OLS technique to
the frequency changes, an efficient frequency estimator is also presented. The effectiveness of the proposed
OLS technique is demonstrated using simulation and experimental results.

INDEX TERMS Cascaded delayed signal cancellation (CDSC) operators, open loop synchronization (OLS)
technique, phase and frequency estimators, shunt active power filter.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the use of power electronic converters (PECs)
on the level of terrestrial grids or/and micro-grids have been
growing immensely [1]. Indeed, these devices offer several
advantages such as high efficiency, economical size, high
reliability, fast dynamic response, etc. These converters, how-
ever, are often highly nonlinear and, therefore, cause large
harmonics in power systems. [2]. The classical solution to
mitigate this problem is the application of passive power fil-
ters (PPFs) [3], [4]. The PPFs canmitigate the most dominant
harmonics, and compensate for a degree of reactive power.
However, their application tends to worsen under frequency
drifts. Moreover, problems such as the risk of resonance,
fixed tuning, heavyweight and large size limit their applica-
tion. In the last decade, the SAPFs appeared as an alternative
to overcome the shortcomings of the PPFs [5], [6]. In addi-
tion to harmonics suppression, the SAPFs have the ability
to compensate for the power factor (PF) and imbalance [6].
An essential part of implementing the SAPFs is the algo-
rithm of determining the reference compensating current
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(RCC). This algorithm, which highly affects the SAPF
performance, can be implemented in different ways. The
available approaches can be broadly classified into time-
domain and frequency domain approaches. [7]. The time
domain techniques such as the synchronous reference frame
method (SRF) are characterized by their simplicity and ease
of implementation [8]. Fig. 1 presents a SAPF based on the
SRF method for RCCs extraction. Based on linear low-pass
filters, the SRF technique can easily separate between the
harmonic perturbations and the positive sequence of the fun-
damental. Moreover, the SRF method can easily compensate
for the PF by performing Park transformation using the phase
angle of the voltage. Therefore, accurate information of the
phase voltage is a crucial part to be detected inside the RCC
algorithm. Several types of synchronization techniques have
been proposed in the literature. Using an SRF phase-locked
loop (hereafter called SRF-PLL) is the most popular way for
the synchronization of a grid-tied inverter [9]. The SRF-PLL
is a non-linear closed-loop system that synchronizes the error
between the input and output in phase and frequency [10].
The SRF-PLLs can provide good performance under nom-
inal grid conditions. However, their performance tends
to worsen when the grid undergoes severe conditions.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of SAPF.

This problemmight be mitigated by narrowing the bandwidth
in the tuning procedure. This solution, however, would be at
the expense of a slow response during transients [11]. In order
to avoid this shortcoming, several types of filters have been
integrated with the PLLs to enhance their disturbance rejec-
tion capabilities [9]. However, since the PLLs are featured
by a negative feedback system, integrating harmonic filters
with them results in slowing their dynamic response (usu-
ally more than two cycles). Other alternative synchroniza-
tion techniques are based on the instantaneous symmetrical
component theory [12]–[14]. Although some of these algo-
rithms provide good dynamic behavior under nominal and
off-nominal frequency, their harmonic rejection capability is
insufficient.

Under severe grid contamination, the OLS techniques can
perform sufficiently by integrating classical filters such as
non-linear least-square solution [15], [16], discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) [11], Kalman filter [17], and low-pass notch
filter [18], and the moving average filter [19]. However,
these filters contain a frequency-dependent behavior, which
implies that their disturbance rejection capability degrades
under frequency drifts. In order to overcome this limita-
tion, a structure is proposed in [20] and [17], which adopt
the filters with the estimated frequency. However, the series
connection of the filter with the frequency estimator might
result in instability issues due to the frequency feedback
loop; therefore, this solution requires accurate stability anal-
ysis, which indicates that this technique is not strictly OLS
technique [16]. In [11], [18] a second frequency estimator is
employed separately from the phase estimator to adopt the
filters. Hence, the OLS method keeps its characteristics and
remains stable. However, adding extra frequency estimator

leads to increase the computation burden and complexity.
Furthermore, the calculation of the trigonometric functions
(sine and cosine) are required in most techniques that are
based on the open-loop synchronization [18]–[21]. An OLS
technique based on α − β frame cascaded delayed signal
cancellation (α − βCDSC) based filter is proposed in [16].
The phase and frequency detectors are implemented sepa-
rately, which makes the technique totally stable. Moreover,
this technique does not need the calculation of the trigono-
metric functions, which is an advantage for cheap digital
implementation devices. However, in the presence of odd-
order harmonics and the DC offset, the transient response of
this technique requires at least one cycle to reach the steady
state.

In this paper, an OLS technique based on α − β

frame cascaded delayed signal cancellation (α − βCDSC)
based filter is proposed to improve the dynamic response
of SAPFs. In contradiction with the techniques proposed
in [6], [11], [15]–[19], [21], [22], that require at least one
cycle to give precise information of the phase in the existence
of the odd harmonics and the dc component, the proposed
technique can achieve that in solely a half cycle. Furthermore,
the traditional way of estimating the grid frequency after
the filtering process is available in [17], [23]. However, this
method causes a detection error, mainly when decreasing
the sampling frequency. An enhanced estimator, which can
correct the error at low sampling frequency is proposed
in [16]. Although this estimator can provide accurate esti-
mation under grid frequency variations, it requires a window
width of one and a half cycle which is a bit long. In this paper,
an efficient and self-dependent frequency estimator is pro-
posed. This estimator provides accurate frequency tracking
with faster transient to adapt the proposed OLS technique to
give precise phase estimation under severe grid conditions.
The even harmonics are disregarded in this paper due to their
insignificant values in most applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides an overview of the OLS technique based on the
moving average filter (MAF) and α − βCDSC based filter.
Section III presents the proposed phase/frequency estimators.
Section IV addresses the simulation results. Section V con-
ducts the experimental validation. And Section VI concludes
this paper.

II. OVERVIEW OF OLS TECHNIQUE BASED
ON MAF AND α − βCDSC
The grid voltage of a three-phase power system can be
expressed in both rotating space vector and time domain
respectively as:

→

Vs1,2,3 =
2
3
(Vs1 + aVs2 + a2Vs3) (1)

Vs1,2,3(t) = Vmax cos(wt + k
2π
3
) (2)

where a is a unit-length rotating factor and expressed as:
a = ej

2π
3 = −1/2+j

√
3/2, and k is set to 0,−1 and 1 for three
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phases of the system. The coordination of the grid voltage in
the stationary reference frame can be attained as:

[→
Vα
→

Vβ

]
=

2
3

 1

0

−
1
2√
3
2

−
1
2

−

√
3
2

 ·

→

Vs1
→

Vs2
→

Vs3

 = Vα + jVβ (3)

Note that in (3) Vα can represent the real part of the coordi-
nation, while Vβ is the imaginary part, which implies that the
shift between them is π /2. Based on the fundamental theorem
of algebra, the magnitude and the instantaneous phase of the
grid voltage can respectively be expressed as:

Vsmax =

√
Vα(t)2 + Vβ (t)2 (4)

θ̂ = arctan(
Vβ (t)
Vα(t)

) (5)

Since the grid voltage until now is considered balanced and
free of harmonics, then (5) can be simplified as:

θ̂ = arctan
(
Vf max sin(ωt)
Vf max cos(ωt)

)
= arctan(tan(ωt)) = ωt (6)

After that, the frequency ω of the system can be estimated
by deriving θ̂ as formulated in (7).

d θ̂
dt
= dωt/dt = ω (7)

However, since in many applications the grid voltage can
be harmonically contaminated and unbalanced, then it can be
represented as:[→

Vα
→

Vβ

]
=

∞∑
h=−∞

Vαh + j
∞∑

h=−∞

Vβh

=

∞∑
h=−∞

Vmax h cos(hωt + θh)

+ j
∞∑

h=−∞

Vmax h sin(hωt + θh) (8)

where hwt and θh denote respectively the instantaneous phase
angle and the initial phase of each harmonic. h can be in
the following orders ±1,±2,±3, . . . etc. The signs + and
− indicate respectively the positive and negative sequences
of each harmonic with regard to the fundamental component.
Estimating the phase angle in the existence of the perturbation
becomes more complex

θ̃=arctan(

Vf max sin(ωt)+
±∞∑

h=±2,±3...
Vhmax sin(hωt + θh)

Vf max cos(ωt)+
±∞∑

h=±2,±3...
Vhmax cos(hωt + θh)

)

(9)

It is noteworthy to observe that the phase of the fundamen-
tal signal obtained from (6) and (9) is an increasing repetitive
signal in a right-angled triangle form. The incorporation of

FIGURE 2. OLS technique. (a) OLS technique based on MAF. (b) OLS
technique based on α − βCDSC. (c) Discrete-time domain of one α − βDSC
operator.

theMAF (see Fig. 2 (a)) which acts as a linear filter, can reject
the perturbation with a window width Tw that corresponds to
the type of perturbation (harmonic contamination, unbalance
and dc offset). For a certain signal A(t), which can be voltage
or current, the application of the MAF in continues and
discrete domains can be expressed as:

Y (t) =
1
Tw

t∫
t−Tw

A(t)dt (10)

Y (k) =
1
N

N−1∑
n=0

Y (K − n) (11)

Since the periodic signals are characterized by a repetition
every certain cycle, theMAF is designed to estimate the mean
value of the perturbation by storing a certain amount of data
and subtracts it from its similar negative one. In order to
facilitate the behavior of the MAF, the Laplace domain of the
transfer function of the MAF is formulated as:

GMAF (s) =
1− e−Tws

Tws
(12)

The application of Padé approximation results in:

e−Tws ≈
1− (−Tws/2)
Tws+ (−Tws/2)

=> GMAF (s) =
1

1+ (Tws/2)
(13)

It is noteworthy to observe that the transformation charac-
teristic of the harmonics based on (7) has similar characteris-
tics to the transformation from the α − β stationary frame to
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d−q rotating frame.Which implies that the fundamental pos-
itive sequence becomes a DC signal, while the odd harmonics
of the order hjump to the order h−1. Therefore, for eliminat-
ing the harmonics of the order 6h ± 1 (such as three-phase
diode rectifier harmonics: −5th,+7th,−11th,+13th,. . . ), Tw
can be selected to Tw = 1/(6 · f ) which results in faster tran-
sient response. The existence of tripplen harmonics, however,
requires a larger window width Tw = 1/(2 · f ) to be rejected.
While the existence of the dc-offset, which appears in (9)
as a sinusoidal signal with a frequency, which corresponds,
to the nominal one needs a window width of one cycle
(Tw = 1/f ). Although the application of the MAF is com-
putationally effective, its implementation for the OLS tech-
niques might require the unwrap block so as it can relate the
output of each period with the next input as presented in [19].
Despite the fact that the unwrap block enables the MAF
to work effectively, the unwrapped signal is continuously
increasing to infinity. Hence, its application is not suitable for
real applications due to the limit of digital signal processing
and control cards. However, the incorporation of the MAF
in the d-q synchronous frame does not require the unwrap
block since the positive sequence of the fundamental is DC.
Thereby, this paper invests the advantages of the MAF by
incorporating it into the SRF algorithm to extract the RCC
of the current, while the α−βCDSC filter is dedicated to the
voltage as depicted in Fig. 1.

The α− βCDSC filter has similar behavior to the MAF in
terms of harmonic rejection. Fig. 2 (b) shows the OLS tech-
nique, which is, based on α − βCDSC operators, and Fig. 2
(c) presents the digital implementation of each operator. The
transfer function of one operator of α − βCDSC, which is
depicted in Fig. 1 (c), is expressed as [24]–[26]:

 →V p
α
→

V p
β

 =
α−βDSC︷ ︸︸ ︷

1
2

[
1+ e

j2π
n e

−Tw
n s
] [ →Vα
→

Vβ

]
(14)

where the superscript p denotes the positive sequence. n is
called the delayed factor, setting n = 4 results in rejecting
the −5th + 7th and the negative sequence component [24].
According to [24], in order to reject all the odd harmonics,
four operators of α − βDSC should be cascaded in series
with different values of n(n = 4, 8, 16, 32). Consequently,
the transient response of the cascaded operators increases to
around half cycle. On the other hand, the rejection of the dc
offset requires an extra operator cascaded with the previous
operators with n = 2, thus the transient response of the sum
of the operators increases to around one cycle. Hence, (14)
can be expressed as: →V p

α
→

V p
β

 = ∏
n=2,4,8,16,32

1
2

[
1+ e

j2π
n e

−Tw
n s
] [ →Vα
→

Vβ

]
(15)

Fig. 3 (a) depicts the Bode plot of the MAF. It is obvious
that the MAF acts as an ideal low-pass filter, and thereby can-
cel all the harmonics which corresponds to the length of Tw.

FIGURE 3. Bode plot of the MAF and the α − βCDSC operator with
different window width. (a) individual harmonic response of the MAF.
(b) individual and overall harmonic response of the α − βCDSC operator.
(c) overall harmonic response of the α − βCDSC operator with
n = 4,8,16,32 and n = 4,8,16,32,64.

Fig. 3 (b) portrays the frequency response of α − βCDSC.
The first subplot shows the response of each operator with
different values of n(n = 4, 8, 16, 32), while the second and
third subplots present respectively the overall response and
phase of the cascaded operators. Based on Fig. (2), it can be
observed that the MAF and the α − βDSC have similar har-
monic rejection behavior when the sum of the delays is half
or one cycle. What distinguishes the α−βCDSC operators is
the implementation in the α − β stationary frame. Hence, its
application does not require the unwrap block which enables
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FIGURE 4. Proposed OLS technique. (a) Phase estimator. (b) Frequency
estimator.

it to be applied in real applications based OLS techniques for
grid phase/frequency estimation.

In case of applications where the signals are noisy (con-
taminated with high-order harmonics), adding an extra cas-
caded operator cascaded in series with the other operators
with n = 64 results in enhancing the immunity of the
α − βCDSC filter in rejecting the high-order harmonics.
In order to confirm this assertion, Fig. 3 (c) is presented.
According, to Fig. 3 (c), it is clear that at some high order
frequencies such as 1200 Hz, 1250 Hz, 1300 Hz. . . 2200 Hz,
where n = 4, 8, 16, 32 provide a poor harmonic rejection
capability. However, in the case where n = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,
the rejection immunity of the α− βCDSC filter is enhanced.

III. PROPOSED OLS TECHNIQUE
From Fig. 3 it is obvious that the harmonic rejection capa-
bility of the α − βCDSC operator and the MAF fails under

frequency drifts, which results in phase shift and magni-
tude scaling of the fundamental positive sequence. Moreover,
the existence of the DC offset requires an extra α − β

CDSC with a delay factor of n = 2, which implies that
the sum of the operators at n = 2,4, 8, 16, 32 causes a
delay of approximately one cycle. To deal with these two
shortcomings, the proposed OLS technique is designed so
that the dc rejection capability with a negligible delay is
achieved. Fig. 4 displays the proposed OLS technique, which
is based on two estimators. These estimators are separated
and connected in a parallel form. The first estimator is dedi-
cated to estimating the grid frequency without any feedback
system. Thus, it does not require any stability analysis or
controller design. While the second estimator is dedicated to
estimating the phase angle of the input signals and adapted
by the proposed frequency estimator under frequency drifts.
The main purpose of separating the estimators is to enhance
the stability of estimating the frequency, which implies that
if the phase estimator fails to provide an accurate estimation
of the phase for certain reasons, the frequency estimator will
not be affected by it.

In order to highlight the first contribution of the proposed
technique, we assume that the grid voltage is affected by only
the dc offset. Hence, the rotating phasor of the grid voltage
can be expressed as shown in (16).[

V p
α (t)
V p
β (t)

]
=

[
Vdcα
Vdcβ

]
+

[
V p
α1e

j(ωt+θpα1)

V p
β1e

j(ωt+θpβ1)

]
(16)

By setting s= jw and Tw = 1/f in (16) and passing Vα(t) and
Vβ (t) via α − βDSC with n = 2 results in:[
V p
α (t)
V p
β (t)

]
=

[
Vdcα
Vdcβ

]
+

[
V p
α1e

j(ωt+θpα1)

V p
β1e

j(ωt+θpβ1)

]
1
2

[
1+ e

j2π (1−Tw·f )
n

]
(17)

After some mathematical manipulations, (17) becomes: ∧

V p
α (t)
∧

V p
β (t)

 = [V p
α1 e

j(ωt+θpα1)

V
p
β1 e

j(ωt+θpβ1)

]
(18)

where ∧ denotes the filtered signals. From (18), one can
conclude that the dc offset requires a delay of n = 2 to be
rejected. However, according to Fig. 4 (a), the proposed tech-
nique can reject the dc offset by inserting a derivative before
the operators α − βCDSC4,8,16,32 as formulated in (19), and
thereby there is no time delay caused during the rejection
of the DC offset. Therefore, the proposed technique always
benefits from a half cycle faster transient response comparing
to the previous methods.

d
dt

[
V p
α (t)
V p
β (t)

]
=

d
dt

([
Vdcα
Vdcβ

]
+

[
V p
α1e

j(ωt+θpα1)

V p
β1e

j(ωt+θpβ1)

])

= wj

[
V p
α1e

j(ωt+θpα1)

V p
β1e

j(ωt+θpβ1)

]
(19)
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The derivative can amplify the high order harmon-
ics. However, as it will be demonstrated in the results,
the α − βCDSC4,8,16,32 offers high rejection capability even
under small frequency drifts. From (19), one can observe
that the results are similar to ones of (18), but without any
time delay. The component ω in (19) is canceled in the
process of extracting θ as shown in (6). While the shift j,
which is resulted from the derivation process in the phase is
compensated by adding −π2 to θ̂ as depicted in Fig. 4 (a).

θ̂ = arctan

 ∧

Vβ (t)
∧

Vα(t)

− π
2

(20)

According to (17), if the grid frequency is at its nominal
value, the term Tw · f will be equal to 1 for the positive
sequence of the fundamental frequency of the voltages. How-
ever, when the grid undergoes some fluctuations, the term Tw·
f is not equal to 1 anymore. Consequently, the accuracy of the
α−βCDSC tends to worsen. The traditional method for esti-
mating the grid frequency is based on deriving the estimated
phase [17], [23]. However, such techniques show low perfor-
mance, mainly in applications where the sampling frequency
is low. A simple yet effective estimator based on α−βCDSC
is proposed in [16] to compensate for the error caused by
the traditional solutions. Although this estimator has offered
improved results, it will be demonstrated in this paper that its
accuracy degrades under severe grid conditions. Moreover,
this estimator requires extra filtering block based on MAF,
which slows down its response. With regard to avoiding this
weakness, an efficient frequency estimator with a simple
structure for grid-connected applications is proposed in this
paper. As depicted in Fig. 4 (a), the procedures start by trans-
forming the grid voltage from the a− b− c stationary frame
into the α − β stationary frame, then, inserting a derivative
to reject the dc offset with zero time delay similar to the pro-
cedure of estimating the phase. After that, the operators α −
βCDSC4,8,16,32 are applied in series to cancel the harmonic
components. Next, the proposed algorithm, which is depicted
in Fig. 3 (b) is applied to extract the frequency of the filtered
signal. As will be demonstrated in Fig. 5 in the results section,
the affection of frequency drifts does not much deteriorate the
filtered stationary frame signal as it does with the dc signal
that is extracted by the derivation of the arctangent. Therefore,
the proposed technique extracts the sinus of the estimated θ ,
then accurately detect the maximum and the minimum of the
extracted signal. After that, it counts the number of samples
N and N1 between the maximum and the minimum points for
each half cycle. Finally, the frequency is estimated from the
number of samples that are presented in (21).

f =
1

|N − N1| · 2 · Tw
(21)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation results are carried out under the MAT-
LAB/Simulink environment. For the sake of diversity and

FIGURE 5. Performance of the proposed frequency estimator under
frequency drifts and in the presence of harmonics.

consistency, the simulation section focuses on the per-
formance of the proposed technique in estimating the
phase/frequency of a contaminated grid, while the experi-
mental part examines the behavior of the proposed technique
in enhancing the SAPF dynamic performance.

Fig. 5 explains how the proposed frequency estimator can
work effectively under frequency drifts and in the presence of
harmonics. The first and second subplots present respectively
a distorted signal and its derivative, while the third subplot
portrays the filtered signal using α − βCDSC4,8,16,32 opera-
tors. It is obvious that under a frequency drift of 4% (50 Hz
to 52 Hz), the quality of the filtered signal is a bit affected.
Therefore, extracting the frequency using the aforementioned
techniques results in some fluctuations that are shown in
the last subplot with the red color. However, the distance
between the maximum and minimum points of the sinusoidal
filtered signal of the sinus block based on α−βCDSC4,8,16,32
are not affected by those harmonics; therefore, the proposed
frequency estimator algorithm which is depicted in Fig. 4(b)
can accurately extract the frequency as proved in the last
subplot of Fig. 4 with the blue color.

Fig. 6 presents the behavior of the proposed OLS technique
in estimating the frequency and phase of the grid voltage
under frequency drift, phase jump, and voltage sag. The grid
voltage, which is transformed to the stationary Alpha-Beta
frame (Vα,β ), is contaminated with the odd harmonics and dc
offset of respectively 10% and 20% of the voltage amplitude
for the first phase the third phase. It is clear that the transient
response of the proposed technique at the starting stage is
faster (it takes only 0.01s to reach steady state) than the
enhanced true open loop synchronization technique (ETOLS)
which is proposed in [16]) (it takes about 0.028s to reach the
steady state).

Moreover, in the instance 0.061s, a frequency drift of 4%
is applied (the frequency changed from 50 Hz to 52 Hz). It is
obvious that the proposed frequency estimator comprises a
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FIGURE 6. Performance of the proposed OLS technique in estimating the
phase and frequency of the grid voltage under frequency drift, phase
jump, and voltage sag.

TABLE 1. Experimental parameters.

faster behavior regarding the transient response (it needs only
0.01s to reach the steady state) comparing the one used in the
ETOLS technique that requires about 0.028s, which is a bit
long. Furthermore, in the instances 0.11s and 0.16s, a phase
jump of (π /14) and a voltage sag of 0.3 p.u. have respectively
occurred. It is observable that the proposed technique pro-
vides a faster and more accurate estimation with a transient
response that lasts about a half cycle comparing to the ETOLS
transient response that lasts almost a cycle and half. Note that
the phase jump of π /14 causes a frequency overshoots for
both techniques of about 2 Hz; however, the duration of the
proposed technique is smaller than the one of the ETOLS.
In addition, it is obvious that the estimator of the ETOLS
causes some fluctuations under frequency changes, while the
proposed technique keeps offering an accurate estimation.
The subplots 3 and 4 of Fig. 5 present respectively the phase
of the grid voltage and its sinus, which corresponds to the
proposed, and the ETOLS techniques.

FIGURE 7. Performance of the proposed frequency estimator under
different sampling time.

FIGURE 8. Experimental prototype of SAP.

Fig. 7 shows the performance of the proposed frequency
estimator under different sampling time Ts. It is observable
that increasing the sampling time from 20 µs to 0.5 ms can
slightly decrease the accuracy. However, this decrease is neg-
ligible compared with the fluctuations caused by the estima-
tor of the ETOLS technique. Besides, the recent substantial
development in digital signal processors such as dSPACE and
FPGA cards enables the decrease of the sampling time, which
enhances the accuracy of all advanced signal-processing
algorithms.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 8 portrays the experimental prototype of the developed
SAPF which is depicted in Fig. 1. The MAF is implemented
into the SRF to separate between the positive sequence of
the fundamental current that appears as DC current in the
rotating d-q frame and the harmonic components. The Park
transformation is applied based on the phase angle extracted
by the proposed OLS technique. While the MAF of the SRF
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FIGURE 9. Experimental results of the dynamic response of SAPF under distorted and unbalanced voltage. (a) Proposed OLS technique. (b) DFT. (c) STF.

FIGURE 10. Experimental results of the dynamic response of SAPF under distorted voltage and DC offset. (a) Proposed OLS technique. (b) DFT. (c) STF.

can be adaptive under frequency drifts using the proposed
frequency-based estimator. The RCC extracted by the SRF
are fed to the PWM block to supply the pulses for the SAPF.
The experimental setup consists of a three-phase source
(Chroma, model 61845), a three-phase non-linear load, and
a three-phase isolation transformer with leakage inductance.

The proposed topology is implemented under MATLAB
blocks with a digital signal processor (dSPACE-1006). The
SAPF is implemented using two-level converter Danfoss 2.2.
The voltages and currents are sensed using Hall effect sen-
sors. The parameters of the experimental configuration are
illustrated in table 1.
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Fig. 9 presents the dynamic behavior of the SAPF under
distorted and unbalanced voltage. For the sake of consistency,
the proposed control method which is depicted in Fig. 4 is
compared with two traditional techniques from the literature
that are applied for APFs such as DFT [27], [28] and self-
tuning filter (STF) [29]. The subplots of Fig. 9 represent
respectively distorted voltage Vs, filtered load voltage Vf ,
load current ilo, source current is, RMS value of source
current isRMS and load current ifi. Extracting Vf using the
proposed technique is achieved by transforming the sinus
and cosine of the estimated θ̂ into the a − b − c stationary
frame and multiplied with the voltage magnitude. It is very
clear that Vf extracted by the proposed technique provides
faster dynamic response (0.01s) than DFT and STF, which
they take respectively one cycle and more than two cycles to
reach the steady state. Moreover, since the DFT is applied in
a − b − c stationary frame, it cannot reject the unbalance.
Feeding the SRF algorithm with the phase θ̂ based on the
proposed technique to perform Park transformation results
in a faster transient response of isRMS and is with a total
harmonic distortion (THD) less than 5%, which conform to
IEC 61000-3-6 and IEEE 519-1992 standards. Although, is
filtered by the DFT takes also one cycle to reach the steady
state, it cannot compensate for the unbalance. While the
technique based on

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a fast yet effective OLS technique
based on CDSC to enhance the dynamic response of the
SAPF. The proposed technique has proved its efficacy in
rejecting the odd harmonics and the DC offset of the grid
voltage during estimating its phase angle in only a half cycle.
In addition, in order to adopt the proposed OLS technique
under frequency drifts, an efficient frequency estimator with
a simple structure is proposed. Based on the obtained sim-
ulation results, it has been proved that the proposed OLS
technique and the frequency estimator can accurately esti-
mate the phase/frequency of the distorted voltage grid with
fast transient response. Moreover, the proposed technique has
been compared with traditional and advanced estimators to
demonstrate its accuracy and faster response. The experimen-
tal results are presented to illustrate the dynamic response
enhancement of the SAPF using the proposed technique and
compared with traditional RCC techniques.
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